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i went through all the objects and changed the material type to planks to make it look more like
parquet, and the material color to match the planks inside the house. the house and the roof were
covered with some very expensive floor texture, all with the same color, so i could just adjust the

material color to match as needed. i also decided to leave the roof parts and the trees on the roof as
is, because they would be hidden inside the house if i needed to. the roof had to be removed from

the gh house in order to make the house look nice and seamless inside. after a brief look at the
interior, i decided to leave it as is. the light was pretty odd in there so i thought it would look better
without lights. i also decided to keep the trees that were on the roof for now, because i could hide

them inside the house if i needed to. it was very simple to hide them with a few spline masking
operations. i also decided to cover the whole roof with a very expensive texture, and the same floor
texture i used all over the house for a seamless look. the rest of the roof was removed from the gh
house, because i didnt want it to have a non-parquet look. i still left the trees on the roof as is. a

couple of tweaks here and there to make it look more realistic and like it was done with floor texture,
followed by a few details. i covered the exterior and the roof with a very expensive texture. i also

painted the trees with a very expensive material, to give them a realistic look. i added a few details
such as little holes on the planks and made the floors look shinier. i also added some grass to fill the

cracks. i used the same parquet color all over the house to make it look seamless. i also added a
couple of smaller holes to the floor to look more realistic.
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you can also tweak the color of the floor, of the boards and of the cracks between them. you can
click on a section of the floor and apply a color using the adjust color button on the floor generator
toolbar. you can also access the color control panel on the right side of the floor generator window.
you can use the color sampler node to sample all your different planks, and use the color control

panel to modify the color of all your planks at the same time. in order to preview your color changes
you can use the color swatch on the right side of the color panel. when previewing the color swatch

you can also click on the thumbnail of the swatch and use the color picker to change the swatch
color. in order to get a preview of your floor in the render you can make a plane, create a material

and use the plane as a shadow catcher. when you add a material to a plane, you will be able to
preview its reflections in the render. the script allows you to edit multiple floors at the same time,

and even to edit the textures and the materials of the floors at the same time. this makes it a great
tool to experiment with different textures and materials for your floors. 2) in the generator object,

the boards are represented by shape nodes. to create the shape of the boards, i simply use a closed
path. this means that the area of the floorboard is defined by the spline that represents the path. so
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the shape is completely independent of the geometry of the floorboard. 4) the surfaces of the boards
are split into elements, and the material is set based on the element. if you have a complex board,

you can create many different surfaces for the different elements. the floors of the gh house are not
even, so there are a lot of different surfaces. for the gh house, i have 22 surfaces (including the

ceiling). 5ec8ef588b
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